Inspired by P. Kenny's variational Bayes (VB) method, we derive a latent class model (LCM) for single channel speaker diarization. Similar to the VB method, the LCM uses soft information and avoids premature hard decisions in its iterations. Different from the VB method, the LCM provides an iterative framework for multi-objective optimization and allows a more flexible way to compute the probability that given a speaker, a segment occurs. Based on this model, we propose a latent class model-i-vector-probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (LCM-Ivec-PLDA) system. Besides, as the divided segments are very short, their neighbors are taken into consideration. To overcome the initial sensitivity problem, we use an agglomerative hierarchical cluster (AHC) to do initialization and present hard and soft priors. Experiments on the NIST RT09 speaker diarization database and our collected database show that the proposed systems are superior to the traditional VB system.
Introduction
Speaker diarization aims to address the problem of "who spoke when" and is able to split an utterance into homogeneous regions by speaker identities [1] .
Generally, there are three stages in a typical speaker diarization system: voice activity detection (VAD), in which nonspeech (silence or noise) segments are removed; speaker segmentation, in which an audio recording is usually split into speaker homogeneous segments; and speaker clustering, in which the divided segments belonging to the same speaker are grouped into a cluster [2] .
The variational Bayes (VB) system is proposed by P. Kenny [3] [4] [5] [6] . This system has two characteristics. First, unlike the mainstream approach, it uses a uniform segmentation instead of speaker change point detection to do speaker segmentation. As the segmented segment is short enough, each segment can be regarded as containing only one speaker. Second, it utilizes a soft clustering approach that avoids premature hard decision and suppresses the propagation of errors. Despite its superior performance, there are some deficiencies. The VB method is a single-objective method. Its goal is to increase the overall likelihood, not to distinguish speakers. As the segmented segments are very short, the p(xm|ys) which represents the probability that given a speaker s, the segment xm occurs, may be inaccurate and degrades the system performance. In addition, some researchers have also noted that, the VB system is sensitive to its initialization [7] . When one speaker dominates the recording, a random prior tends to assign the segments to each speaker evenly, leading to a poor result.
We derive a latent class model which establishes an iterative framework for multi-objective optimization that allows us to compute p(xm|ys) in a more flexible and discriminant way. We present a latent class model-i-vector-probabilistic linear discriminant analysis [8] (LCM-Ivec-PLDA) system subsequently. To address the problem caused by the shortness of each segment, we take xm's neighbors into account to improve the accuracy of p(xm|ys) by considering speaker temporal relevance. Based on the segmental i-vectors, we use an agglomerative hierarchical cluster (AHC) [9] to handle with the initial sensitivity problem. Experiments on RT09 and our own database show that the proposed system has a better performance compared with the VB system [10] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the latent class model. Section 3 presents LCMIvec-PLDA speaker diarization system. Section 4 analyzes and discusses the experiment results. A conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
Latent Class Model
Suppose a sequence X is divided into fixed length short segments {xm}, where the subscript m is the time index, 1 ≤ m ≤ M . Let Y = {ys} be parameters of each latent class model, where the subscript s is the class index, 1 ≤ s ≤ S. We define the latent class matrix Q = {qms} as the probability of class s existing at the time m and have a constraint X is the observable data and Q, Y are hidden variables. Maximum likelihood estimation is used. The goal is to find proper Q and Y to maximize log p(X).
where p(xm|ys) is the conditional probability that given ys, xm occurs, P = {p(xm|ys)}. Following the classical expectation−maximization (EM) algorithm [11] , we obtain its lower bound by Jensen's inequali- Γms log qmsp(xm|ys) Γms
where Γms is an auxiliary function, S s=1 Γms = 1 and Γms ≥ 0. Thus, the optimization of the objective function is decomposed into E step and M step.
In the E step, we calculate the Γms which maximizes the log likelihood function given Q and P Γms = qmsp(xm|ys)
In the M step, we compute Q, Y and P . To calculate Q, the Γ and P are assumed to be known. Maximizing 
Note that, we do not limit p(xm|ys) to a specific model in the above derivation. That means different statistical models can be applied in (3) depending on the specified motivations.
LCM-Ivec-PLDA Speaker Diarization System
We use two methods alternately to compute P and build a hybrid iterative model, as shown in Fig. 2 . In the inner loop, to find the optimal Y , we compute P according to the VB method proposed in the Kenny's paper [3] . In the outer loop, to discriminate speakers, we compute P by introducing PLDA [8, 13, 14] . To find the optimal Y , we calculate p(xm|ys) according to VB method [3] . Let T denote the total variability space, the i-vector model [15] is as follows
wcN (xm|µubm,c + Tcys, Σc) (5) where N (·|µ, Σ) is a Gaussian distribution with a mean vector µ and a covariance matrix Σ. wc is weight. c is Gaussian mixture index, 1 ≤ c ≤ C. Different from speaker recognition in which all the X are assumed to be from one speaker, the xm belongs to a speaker s with the probability qms in the case of speaker diariazation. It is necessary to consider this when estimating ys. Submit (5) into (2), we use the Jensen's inequality again and obtain the lower bound of log p(X) as follows
where
The above objective function is a quadratic optimization problem with the optimal solution
whereNs,Fs, Σ, and T are concatenations ofNsc,Fsc, Σc, and Tc, respectively. ε is a small positive constant. I is an identity matrix. TheNsc,Fsc are defined as followŝ
In the above estimation, the T and Σ are assumed to be known. They can be estimated on a large auxiliary database in a traditional way.
Compute P (PLDA)
As ys is obtained, p(xm|ys) can be computed in Kenny's paper [3] as follows:
Nm, Fm, and Sm are the zero, first, and second Baum-Welch statistics of segment xm, respectively. However, it does not take into account the exclusion of channel interference. To discriminate different speakers, we introduce a PLDA to improve its performance.
For each segment xm, we extract an i-vector ym. Based on the simplified PLDA model [16] , the p(xm|ys) can be calculated by the log likelihood ratio.
where θtar (θnon) represents that ym and ys are from the same (different) speaker.
As we mentioned above, each segment xm is usually very short to ensure its speaker homogeneity. However, this shortness will lead to inaccuracy when calculating the p(xm|ys). Intuitively, if a speaker s appears at time m, the speaker will appear at a great probability in the vicinity of time m. We can take advantages of xm's neighbors to improve the accuracy of p(xm|ys). Let Xm = {xm−∆M , · · · , xm, · · · , xm+∆M }, where ∆M > 0. We use Xm instead of only xm to extract i-vector ym to represent xm and then use (11) to get p(xm|ys), as shown in Fig. 3 , the bottom part. Although Xm may contain more than one speaker, it does not matter. Because this p(xm|ys) reflects the probability that the speaker s appears at the time m, not at the time range (−∆M, · · · , ∆M ). Besides, Xm is long enough to ensure more robust estimates, thereby improving the system performance.
Update Q
After the computation of p(xm|ys), the Q is updated by (3) . Here, we again use xm's neighbors to boost the performance. Suppose xm+∆m is the neighbor of xm. Given the condition that xm belongs to the speaker s, we consider the probability that xm+∆m does not belong to the speaker s. If we define the appearance of speaker change point as an event, the above process can be approximated as a homogeneous Poisson point process [17] . Under this assumption, the probability that a speech segment from time m to time m + ∆m belongs to the same speaker is equivalent to the probability that the speaker change point does not appear from time m to time m + ∆m.
where λ is the rate parameter. We consider the contribution of p(xm+∆m|ys) to p(xm|ys) by updating p(xm|ys) as follows, see Fig. 3 , the top part.
After the PLDA scoring (11), we use (13) to update the p(xm|ys). The qms is subsequently updated according to (3). 
AHC Initialization
Although random initialization works well in most cases, it tends to assign the segments to each speaker evenly, leading to bad results when a speaker dominates the whole conversation. To address it, we recommend a more robust and informative AHC initialization method. After using PLDA to compute the log likelihood ratio between two segment i-vectors [18, 19] , AHC is applied to get the clustering results. Based on the AHC results, two prior calculation methods, hard prior and soft prior, are proposed.
Hard Prior
According to the AHC clustering results, if segment xm is classified to speaker s, we will assign qms with a relatively larger value q. The hard prior is as follows:
where I(·) is the indicator function. I(xm ∈ s) means xm is spoken by speaker s.
Soft Prior
For soft prior, we first calculate the center of each estimated cluster s:
If segment xm belongs to cluster s, the distance between segment xm and scenter is
The prior that segment xm is spoken by speaker s is
where dmax,s = maxx m ∈s(dms), k is a constant value. This soft prior varies from 0.5 to 1 and makes sure that if segment xm is closer to scenter, qms will be larger. For other speakers, the prior is
4. Experiments
Database
We do experiments on the NIST Rich Transcription Meeting Recognition Evaluation 2009 (RT09) and our collected database. The NIST RT09 SPKD evaluation database has 7 meeting audio recordings and around 3 hours in length. Only one channel recording from a single distant microphone (SDM) audio recording is used to demonstrate our single channel speaker diarization algorithm. All of them are English.
The training part of our collected database contains 57 speakers (30 female and 27 male). The total duration is about 94 hours. All of them are natural conversations (Mandarin) recorded in a quiet office condition. The evaluation part has 3 audio recordings (TL 7-9). They are also recorded in a quiet office, but there is one speaker who dominates the whole conversation (> 80% in length). Each recording has two speakers and is about 20 minutes.
All the above audio recordings are converted to 8kHz, 16bits PCM format.
Configuration and Parameters
Perceptual linear predictive (PLP) features with 19 dimensions are extracted from audio recordings with a 25 ms Hamming window and a 10 ms stride. PLP and log-energy constitute a 20 dimensional basic feature. This basic feature and its first derivatives are concatenated as our acoustic feature. Speech/silence segmentation (VAD) is executed by the frame log-energy and subband spectral entropy.
The UBM is composed of 512 diagonal Gaussian components. The rank of total variability matrix T is 300. ε in (8) is 0.1. For the PLDA, the rank of subspace matrix is 150. For xm's neighbors, ∆M is 40 and λ is 0.005. We use a forwardbackward algorithm to smooth Q. The loop probability is 0.998 and the non-loop probabilities are equal. In the AHC initialization, q is set to be 0.7 in the hard prior setting and k is 10 in the soft prior setting. Speaker number is assumed to be known in advance.
For the RT09, we use Switchboard-P1, RT05 and RT06 to train UBM, T and PLDA parameters. For the TL 7-9, we use the training part to train the above parameters.
We adopt speaker error rate (SPKR) and diarization error rate (DER) to measure the system performance according to the RT09 evaluation plan [10] .
Experiment Results and Discussion
TABLE 1 shows the experiment results of different systems on the RT09. All these systems are randomly initialized. The baseline system is VB1, which is well described in paper [3] and partly realized by the python code downloaded from: http://speech.fit.vutbr.cz/software/vb-diarizationeigenvoiceand-hmm-priors.
Compared with VB1, VB2 takes each segment neighbors into consideration. When calculating p(xm|ys), equation (10) is firstly used and then followed by (13) . The other three systems are the proposed LCM-Ivec-PLDA (LIP) systems with their inner loop in Fig. 2 being the same as VB1. As for the outer loop, LIP1 use only (11) to calculate p(xm|ys). Compared with LIP1, LIP2 uses Xm instead of xm to extract i-vector ym. And LIP3 uses both Xm and (13) to improve its performance.
From TABLE 1, we can see that VB2 is better than VB1; LIP2 is better than LIP1; LIP3 is better than LIP2 in both DER and SPKR. This is because taking xm's neighbors into account can improve the robustness and accuracy of p(xm, |ys) both in VB and LIP systems.
Moreover, LIP2 and LIP3 is better than VB2. This demonstrates that the introduction of PLDA is very effective. VB is a single-objective method with the objective function of maximizing log p(X) in (1). Whereas, LIP is a multi-objective method with inner loop being the same as VB1 and outer loop aiming at distinguishing different speakers, which is in line with the basic requirements of speaker diarization task and contributes to its performance improvement. In most audio recordings, the SPKR is significantly small compared with the DER, which means that the VAD is the main source of errors.
We also do the AHC initialization experiment on our collected audio recordings, in which there is a speaker dominating the conversation. It can be seen in TABLE 2 that in this case random initialization method has poor results both in VB2 and LIP3 system. The proposed AHC hard and soft prior can improve the system performance significantly. And the soft prior is more robust than the hard prior, because soft prior gives each segment its prior according to its distance to the estimated speaker centers. With the AHC initialization, the LIP3 system 1 The VB1 is the system described in the P. Kenny's paper [3] . The VB2 is the VB1 + (13). 2 The LIP1 only uses (11) in the outer loop. LIP2 is the same as the LIP1, except that it uses Xm instead of xm to extract i-vector ym. LIP3 is the LIP2 + (13). 3 Because we only focus on single-channel speaker diarization task, there is no use of microphone array processing or speech enhancement. Our methods runs on all the single-channel audio recordings in the SDM condition and we select the best result to report here. also surpasses the VB2 system. It should be noted that, the experiment results in Table 1 are all without AHC initialization. It shows that when the recordings are not dominated by one speaker, the system performances are not so depend on the AHC initialization.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a latent class model and then realize a LCM-Ivec-PLDA system for speaker diarization. The LCM provides an iterative framework for multi-objective optimization and allows more flexible and discriminant p(xm|ys) models. The proposed LCM-Ivec-PLDA system which significantly outperforms the VB system on the RT09 and our collected database. There are three main reasons. First, the introduced PLDA in the computation of p(xm|ys) enhances the system's ability at distinguishing speakers. Second, the proper usage of xm's neighbors is important. One way is taking xm and its neighbors to constitute Xm to calculate ym. The other way is considering the contribution of neighbors by multiplying a weight. At last, the AHC initialization is crucial in the case when one speaker dominates the whole conversation. Both the hard and soft prior work well and the soft prior is more informative. Overall, compared with the classical VB system, the SPKR and DER of LCM-Ivec-PLDA are significantly reduced on the NIST RT09 SPKD and our collected database respectively.
Appendix
Proof of equation (3) and (4) . The objective function is: Γms log qmsp(xm|ys) Γms
In the E step, we calculate Γms which maximizes the log likelihood function given Q and P . The equality holds if and only if qmsp(xm|ys) Γms = constant 
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